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the program has multiple tools that are extremely helpful when editing videos. the program has an intuitive user interface with easy-to-understand tabs. the program allows you to add text where you want in timeline and also select font by available list. corel videostudio has a timeline that allows you to drag and drop clips
to your timeline to easily edit the video. the program allows you to add a soundtrack to any video with music or other sound tracks. you can add video frames, text, visual effects, and transition effects to your videos. videostudio ultimate 2016 includes a new, intuitive timeline that lets you interact with your media in a new

way. simply drag your media and audio clips directly onto the timeline. you can also add assets directly to the timeline and easily customize any clip you drag onto it. the timeline is flexible, intuitive, and easy to use. videostudio includes dozens of editing and publishing features, such as video effects, video filters, video
transitions, video codecs, video publishing tools, video editing components, photo effects and tools, graphics tools, video capturing devices, audio tools, 3d tools, and media management tools. after playing with the program’s various features, it’s time to try some of the built-in tutorials. videostudio x6 includes a library of

video tutorials that teach you how to use the program with step-by-step instructions and explanations. another great feature of x6 is that it has the ability to automatically organize your project into an easy-to-use timeline with lots of useful tools for finding video clips and editing clips.
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